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Abstract -- This paper  studies the per formance of an
Internet that uses circuit switching instead of, or  in
addition to, packet switching. On the face of it, this
would seem a pointless exercise; the Internet is packet
switched, and was deliberately built that way to
enable the efficiencies afforded by statistical multi-
plexing, and the robustness of fast re-routing around
failures. But link utilization is low, and falling, par tic-
ular ly at the core of the Internet, which means that
statistical multiplexing is less important than it once
was. And circuit switches today are capable of rapid
reconfiguration around failures. There is also
renewed interest in circuit switching because of the
ease of building very high capacity optical circuit
switches. While several proposals have suggested
ways in which circuit switching may be introduced
into the Internet, this paper  is based on TCP Switch-
ing, in which a new circuit is created for  each applica-
tion flow. Here, we explore the per formance of a
network that uses TCP Switching, with par ticular
emphasis on the reponse time exper ienced by users.
We use simple M/G/1 and M/G/N queues to model
application flows in both packet switched and circuit
switched networks, as well as ns-2 simulations. We
conclude that because of high bandwidth long-lived
flows, it does not make sense to use circuit switching
in shared access or  local area networks. But our
results suggest that in the core of the network, where
high capacity is needed most, and where there are
many flows per  link, there is little or  no difference in
per formance between circuit switching and packet
switching. Given that circuit switches can be built to
be much faster  than packet switches, this suggests
that a circuit switched core warrants fur ther  investi-
gation.

I.  INTRODUCTION

Innovations in optical technology have created
renewed interest in circuit switching (CS) as a technique
for building fast, simple, optical switches. Technologies

such as MEMs [25][26][27], integrated waveguides [28],
optical gratings [29], tunable lasers [30], and holography
[31] have made possible very high capacity switch fab-
rics. Today, optical switches are circuit switches and so
readily find a home in SONET crossconnects, add-drop
multiplexors, and patch-panels. Circuit switches are char-
acterized by simple data paths requiring no per-packet
processing, and no packet buffers. 

Optical switching technology does not (yet) lend itself
to packet switching (PS). Internet routers are packet
switches which, by their very nature, require large
amounts of memory to buffer packets during periods of
congestion, as well as complex per-packet processing.
Unfortunately, there are currently no commercially viable
techniques for building large optical packet buffers or
packet processors. 

The potential for huge capacity circuit switches has
lead to a variety of proposals that try to integrate circuit
switching into the otherwise packet switched Internet.
These include MPLambdaS [13], OIF [14] and ODSI
[15], which address the issues of signaling, protection
and restoration, but leave the control algorithms up to the
network equipment vendors and network operators.
Other proposals, such as Optical Burst Switching [17]
and Zing [18], address the issue of control, but require a
change in the way the Internet operates.

In a recent paper [1], we introduced an alternative
approach, called TCP Switching, that allows the integra-
tion of circuit switched clouds with the rest of the Inter-
net in an evolutionary fashion. Based on the idea of IP
Switching [16], TCP Switching creates a new circuit for
each application flow, exposing the control of circuits to
IP. This architecture exploits the fact that most data com-
munications are connection-oriented. 

TCP Switching works as follows: When the first packet
of a flow (usually a TCP SYN message, but not necessar-
ily) arrives to the edge of a circuit-switched cloud (see
Figure 1), the boundary router establishes a dedicated cir-
cuit for the flow. All subsequent packets in the flow are
injected into the same circuit to traverse the circuit-
switched cloud. At the egress of the cloud, data is
removed from the circuit, reassembled into packets and
sent on its way over the packet switched network. The
boundary routers are regular Internet routers, with new



linecards that can create and maintain circuits for each
flow. The core switches within the cloud are regular cir-
cuit switches with their signaling software replaced by
the Internet routing protocols. When a core switch sees
data arriving on a previously idle circuit, it examines the
first packet to determines its next hop, then creates a cir-
cuit for it on the correct outgoing interface. Although
TCP Switching is optimized for the most common case
— TCP connections — it also works with less common
UDP and ICMP flows. 

There are, of course, many important questions to
answer about the feasibility and wisdom of TCP Switch-
ing. For example, how much state does a boundary router
need to maintain for all these circuits, and how compli-
cated is it to manage the state? In our previous paper [1]
we argued that the amount of state, and the complexity of
maintaining it, is quite manageable in dedicated hard-
ware.1

But it is not the purpose of this paper to argue how
good or bad TCP Switching is in terms of its implementa-
tion or ease of integration into the current Internet.
Instead, we will explore how the Internet would perform
if it included a significant amount of circuit switching. In
particular, our goal is to examine the obvious question
(and preconception): Won’t circuit switching lead to a
much less efficient Internet because of the loss of statisti-
cal multiplexing? And therefore, doesn’t packet switch-

ing lead to lower costs for the operator and faster
response times for the users? To the extent that we can
answer this question, our results are not limited to TCP
Switching, and apply to any proposal that incorporates
circuit switching into the Internet.

The main performance metric that we will use is the
response time of a flow, defined as the time from when a
user requests a file from a remote server until the last
byte of that file arrives. We choose this metric because
the most common use of the Internet today is to down-
load files (over 63% of all packets/bytes are http/ftp
[5][6]), whether they are web pages, programs, images or
songs. We will start by describing two different illustra-
tive examples (albeit contrived), one in which CS outper-
forms PS, and one in which PS outperforms CS. We then
use simple analytical models of CS and PS to determine
the conditions under which one technique might outper-
form the other. We conclude that, while CS does not
make much sense for the local area or access network,
there would be little difference in the performance of CS
and PS at the core of the Internet. We also use simulation
to support our findings.

We will consider two other performance questions.
First, how do CS and PS compare in terms of their ability
to provide Quality of Service (QoS)? And second, how do
CS and PS compare with respect to switching capacity? 

II.  MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

Our first example demonstrates a scenario under which
CS leads to improved user response time. Consider the
simple network in Figure 2 with 100 clients all simulta-
neously trying to download a 1Mbit2 file from a remote
server that is connected to a 1Mb/s link. With PS, all 100
clients will finish at the same time, after 100 sec. On the

1. Because of the many questions that arise from TCP 
Switching, and the controversial nature of the topic, 
we encourage the reader to read [1] before proceed-
ing. It may not totally allay the reader’s concerns, but 
it provides a more thorough background to the prob-
lem and some discussion of the salient advantages and 
disadvantages of circuit switching.
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Figure 1: TCP Switching network architecture.

2. For the purposes of this paper, we will define 
“1Mbit”  to be equal to 1,000,000 bits, not  bits, in 
order to simplify our examples.
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other hand, with CS and circuits of 1 Mbit/s, the average
response time is 50.5 sec, half as much as for PS. Fur-
thermore the worst client using CS performs as well as all
clients when using PS, and all but one (99% in this case)
of the clients are better off with CS. We observe that in
this case it is better to complete each job one at a time,
rather than making slow and steady progress with all of
them simultaneously. This result is reminiscent of the
result used in operating systems that scheduling accord-
ing to shortest remaining job first leads to the fastest
average job completion time. 

Our second example demonstrates a scenario under
which PS leads to improved response time. Consider the
same scenario, but assume that one client starts down-
loading a much longer file of 1,000Mbits slightly before
the others. With CS this client hogs the link for 1000 sec,
preventing any of the other flows from making progress.
And so the average response time for CS is 1049.5 sec
versus just 108.5 sec for PS. In this case all but one of the
clients are better off with PS. Because active circuits can-
not be preempted, the performance of CS falters as soon
as a big flow hogs the link and prevents all others from
being serviced.

Which scenario is more representative of the Internet
today? We will argue that the second scenario (for which
PS performs better) is most likely in local area and access
networks, whereas the wide area network requires a
slightly different model.

III.  RESPONSE TIME

A.  Model for LAN and access networks

We start by trying to model the response time for parts
of the network where a single flow can utilize the whole
link. For example, this is true in a LAN, or an access net-
work. It does not hold for the core of the network, where
links operate at 2.5Gb/s and higher.

In what follows, we use a simple continuous time
queueing model for PS and CS to try and capture the
salient differences between them. The model assumes

that traffic consists of a sequence of jobs, each represent-
ing the downloading of a file. Performance is assumed to
be dominated by a single bottleneck link. A server, as
shown in Figure 3, decides the order in which data is
transferred over the bottleneck link. To model PS, we
assume processor sharing (PS-PrSh), and so all jobs
share the bottleneck link equally, and each makes
progress at rate , where k is the number of jobs in
progress. To model CS, we assume that the server takes
one job at a time and serves each job to completion, at
rate R, before moving onto the next. 

The CS model is non-preemptive, modeling the behav-
ior that when a circuit is created it occupies all the link
bandwidth, and it cannot be preempted by another circuit
until the flow finishes. To determine the order in which
flows occupy the link, we consider two different service
disciplines; First Come First Serve (CS-FCFS) and
Shortest Job First (CS-SJF). It is well known [2] that CS-
SJF has the smallest response time among all non-pre-
emptive policies in an M/G/1 system, and so CS-SJF rep-
resents the best case performance. However, CS-SJF
requires knowledge of the duration of each job. In this
context, it means the router would need to know the dura-
tion of a flow before it starts, which is information not
available in a TCP connection. Therefore, we consider
CS-FCFS as a simpler and more practical service disci-
pline. 

In our model, flows are assumed to be reactive and able
to immediately adapt to the bandwidth that they are
given. The model does not capture real-life effects such
as packetization, packet drops, retransmissions, slow-
start mechanism, congestion control, etc., all of which
will tend to increase the response time. This model can
be seen as a benchmark that compares how the two
switching techniques compare under idealized condi-
tions.

It can be easily shown [2][3] that the average response
time, , as a function of the flow size, X is:

For M/G/1/PS-PrSh:

, (1)

for M/G/1/CS-FCFS:

, and (2)

for M/G/1/CS-SJF:

, (3)
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Figure 3: Queueing model used to analyze a bottleneck
link using CS and PS.
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where  is the system load, W is the waiting
time of a job in the queue, and  is the distribution of
flow sizes.

Figure 4 compares the response time for CS (for both
CS-SJF and CS-FCFS) against the response time for PS-
PrSh. In the graph, response times are shown relative to
the response time for PS; i.e. the horizontal line at height
1 represents PS-PrSh. The flow sizes, X, are drawn from
the bimodal distribution, . A is
held constant and B is varied to keep the average job size

 constant. 
The figure is best understood by revisiting the two

motivating examples in Section II. When  is small, the
flows are almost all of the same size and, as we saw in
the first example, the response times for both CS-FCFS
and CS-SJF are about 50% those for PS-PrSh for high
loads

On the other hand when  approaches 1, the variance
of the flow size tends to , and we have a situation simi-
lar to our second example, where occasional long flows
block short flows, leading to very high response time. 

We can determine exactly when CS-FCFS outperforms
PS-PrSh. The ratio of their expected waiting time is

, and so as long as the coefficient of
variation  is less than 1, CS-FCFS
always behaves better than PS-PrSh. Going back to Fig-
ure 4, we can see that as expected CS-SJF behaves better
than CS-FCFS. For low loads and small or moderate flow
size variance the waiting time is close to zero, the
response time is dominated by the flow size, and it is

almost independent of the switching discipline.
It has been reported [24] that the distribution of flow

durations is heavy-tailed and that it has a very high vari-
ance, with an equivalent  greater than 0.9999. This sug-
gests that PS-PrSh is significantly better than either of the
CS disciplines. We have further verified this conclusion
using a Bounded-Pareto distribution for the flow size
with parameters similar to the ones found in [24].

We can conclude that in a LAN environment, where a
single end host can fill up all the link bandwidth, PS
leads to much lower expected response time that CS.

B.  Model for the core of the Internet

At the core of the Internet, flow rates are limited by the
access link rate. For example, most core links operate at
2.5Gb/s (OC48c) today [7], whereas most flows are con-
strained to 56Kb/s or below [8]. Even if the network is
empty, a single flow cannot completely fill the link. To
reflect this we need to adjust our model by capping the
maximum rate that a flow can receive. In other words, we
can use an M/G/N model instead. Unfortunately, there
are no simple closed-form solutions, so we resort to sim-
ulation instead.

With CS, the more circuits that run in parallel, the less
likely it is that enough long flows appear at the same time
to hog all the circuits. It is also interesting to note that
CS-SJF will not necessarily behave better than CS-FCFS
all the time, as CS-SJF tends to delay all long jobs and
then serve them in a batch when there are no other jobs
left. This makes it more likely for hogging to take place,
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Figure 4: Relative response time of CS-FCFS and CS-
SJF with respect to PS-ShPr for an M/G/1 system. The
load is  and .ρ 0.25= ρ 0.9=
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blocking new short jobs that arrive while the long jobs
are in progress. On the other hand, CS-FCFS spreads the
long jobs over time (unless they all arrived at the same
time), and is therefore less likely to cause hogging. For
this reason and because of the difficulties implementing
CS-SJF in a real network, we will no longer consider it in
our M/G/N model. 

Figure 5 compares the response time for CS-FCFS
against PS-PrSh for different flow-rates. The ratio, N,
between the link rate and the maximum flow rate is var-
ied from 1 to 256. We observe that as the number of
flows carried by the link increases, the performance of
CS-FCFS improves and approaches that of PS-PrSh. This
is because for large N the probability that there are more
than N flows is extremely small. The waiting time
becomes negligible, since all jobs reside in the servers,
and so CS and PS behave similarly.

In the core, N will usually be large. For example a
2.5Gb/s (OC48) link can carry  circuits oper-
ating at 56kb/s. On the other hand in metropolitan net-
works, N will be much smaller, which means that a small
number of simultaneous, long lived circuits might hog
the link. This could be overcome by reserving some of
the circuits for short flows, so that they are not held back
by the long ones, but requires some knowledge of the
duration of a flow when it starts. 

In summary the response time for CS and PS is similar
for current network workloads at the core of the Internet.
On the other hand, CS does not seem well suited to local
area and access networks, unless some smart scheduling
is used to restrict circuits for use by long flows. As a
reminder these are only theoretical results and they do
not include important factors like the packetization of
information, the delay in feedback loops, or flow control
algorithms of the transport protocol. The next section
explores what happens when these factors are considered.

C.  Simulation of real network

To complete our study, we have used ns-2 [4] to simu-
late a network, where we have replaced the PS core with
a CS core using TCP Switching. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. As described in Section I, TCP Switching maps a
user flows to its own circuit. In our simulations, we
assume that the local area and access network is packet
switched, because as we have already seen there is little
use in having circuits in the edge links. 

In our setup, web clients are connected to the network
using 56Kb/s links. Servers are connected using 1.5Mb/s
links and the core operates at 10Mb/s. As one can see, the
flow rates at the core are heavily capped by the access
links of the end hosts, with a ratio . Average link
load in the core links is less than 20%, which is consis-

tent with the observations in [9][10].
We assume that the circuits are established using fast,

lightweight signaling, that doesn’t require a full round-
trip time (RTT). This is described and discussed in [1].

Figure 7 shows the average goodput and the average
response time for 100 and 400 end hosts as a function of
the file size. We can see the effects of TCP congestion
control algorithms; first, the shortest flows have a very
low goodput. This is mainly due to the slow-start mecha-
nism that begins the connection at a low rate. The other
observation is that PS and CS behave very similarly. If
there are many flows, and the core has a long RTT, the
performance of CS is slightly better than PS, otherwise
CS behaves slightly worse than PS. 

The reason for CS having worse goodput is that the
transmission time of packets along thin circuits increases
the RTT and this reduces the TCP throughput [32]. For
example to transmit a 1500 byte packet over a 56 Kb/s
circuit takes 214 ms (vs. the 8 ms of a 1.5 Mb/s link),
which is quite comparable to the RTT on most paths in
the Internet. In the future, as access links increase in
capacity, this increase in the RTT will become less rele-
vant. On the other hand if the number of flows is big,
packets start making slower progress than the equivalent
circuits because they have to divide the bandwidth
among more.

IV.  QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS)

Applications such as video streaming and audio confer-
encing, do not care as much for response time as they do
for minimum guaranteed bandwidth, bounded delay jitter
and limited loss.

Because circuits are peak-allocated, CS provides sim-
ple (and somewhat degenerate) QoS, and thus there is no
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delay jitter. In PS there are two main ways to provide
QoS guarantees; one way is to do complex per-packet
processing and to keep and maintain state either per-flow
or at some higher aggregation. This is what WFQ [19],
GPS [20], DiffServ [21], DRR [22] and other packet
scheduling disciplines do. These schemes tend to be so
complex, that they significantly increase the complexity
of the router (both hardware and software) and are hard
for users to understand and configure. Another way for
PS to support QoS is to heavily overprovision the link
capacity, and essentially emulate circuit switching. While
this may be practical, it is no more efficient in link utili-
zation than circuit switching, and still requires (unneces-
sary) per-packet processing. 

Of course, the QoS of CS comes at the cost of wasted
bandwidth, but as reported in [9][10][11][12] link band-
width is no longer a scarce resource at the core of the
Internet. QoS in a CS network is to some people simple,
while to others inflexible. The (only) QoS decisions that
a non-preemptive CS network can make, is the order in
which the circuits are established, and the size of the cir-
cuit allocated to a flow. Packet-by-packet scheduling is
replaced by a call admission controller that determines
the order in which flows may proceed. Flows that are not
yet scheduled are blocked while they wait their turn. We
have already considered an example of a call admission
controller in previous sections: CS-FCFS. This is the CS
equivalents of best-effort forwarding in a PS router. The
admission decision is as simple as comparing the
requested bandwidth (or a default bandwidth per flow) to
the capacity available on the outgoing link. If no circuit is
available right now, the flow is blocked until bandwidth

is available. 
As with PS, there will be proponents of introducing no

QoS beyond best-effort, and relying on operators to over-
provision the network. It might be argued that in practice,
the network would be so overprovisioned (as it is already
is in the PS Internet), that blocking probabilities would
be as negligible as they are in the telephone network
today.

But like PS, there is a hierarchy of different QoS
schemes that could be used in a CS network. These could
be as simple as default priorities to different users, or dif-
ferent applications. Or they could be more complex
schemes built on top of TCP Switching in a similar way
that RSVP [36] and DiffServ [37] are built on top of PS.
In fact, RSVP (or a simplified version) could be used
directly.

The QoS guarantees provided by a CS network are
slightly different than for a PS network. In a CS network,
constant bandwidth and zero delay variation come for
free once a circuit has been established. Instead, the user
(or server) can inform the network of a flow’s duration,
and specify: its rate, and its blocking probability (or a
bound on the time that a flow can be blocked). We
believe that these measures of service quality are simpler
for users to understand and for operators to work with,
than those envisaged for PS networks. 

V.  SWITCHING CAPACITY

So far, we have studied the performance of a CS net-
work primarily from the point of view of end users, how-
ever they are not the only stakeholders in the Internet.

Figure 7: a) Average goodput and b) average response time with respect to the size of the transfered file for 100 and
400 nodes.
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One important metric for network operators is the capac-
ity of individual core switches in the core. They would
like to have the largest capacity switch in the smallest
volume, to save space in congested central offices. Oper-
ators prefer large capacity switches because, for a given
overall network capacity, fewer linecards are required to
interconnect switches within the same central office, sav-
ing space, power and money. As central offices have
become more congested in recent years, the physical size
of a switch has become important, as well as its power
supply and cooling requirements. 

We argue that in terms of aggregate capacity, an elec-
tronic CS can always outperform an electronic PS,
because its job is much simpler. The capacity is dictated
by the main forwarding path through the system, which,
for CS, is simpler and is not limited by memory technol-
ogy. 

In a packet switch, several operations need to be per-
formed on every arriving packet; next-hop lookup,
header update (TTL decrement and new checksum),
packet buffering, switch fabric scheduling and output
scheduling. Sometimes per-packet policing and filtering
are also needed. 

On the other hand once a circuit has been established
CS requires no per-packet processing and no buffering,
because arrivals and departures are planned to coincide
with a pre-programmed cross-connection (plus or minus
a small fixed delay at each switch). If the circuits did not
change, circuit switches could be built to be approxi-
mately an order of magnitude faster than packet switches.

However we also need to consider the cost of establish-
ing and releasing circuits. This operation can be decom-
posed in to two parts; the forwarding of a control
message along the circuit’s path (this is basically the
same as forwarding a packet in PS), and creating/manag-
ing/deleting the state associated with the circuit. The state
management involves an admission controller which
decides whether or not there is sufficient bandwidth on
the outgoing link to support a new circuit, and finding a
time slot in which to transfer data from the input port to
the output port. Both operations are relatively simple.
Creating and maintaining the state for each circuit means
keeping track of which slots are currently assigned, and
then timing out slots which are no longer used. 

Finally, we can exploit the higher capacity of optical
technology by building all-optical circuit switches,
whereas we cannot currently build optical packet
switches because of the buffering and per-packet process-
ing needs.

In summary, CS can be decomposed into a fast path
without per-packet processing, and a slower path for
establishing/releasing circuits, which is similar in com-

plexity to forwarding a single packet in PS. However, the
slow path needs to be taken much less often (for exam-
ple, the average TCP connection lasts more than 10 pack-
ets, which means that connections are established at an
average rate of at least 1/10 that of packet processing in a
router). For these reasons we argue that circuit switches
can operate much faster than packet switches.

To support this claim, consider the fastest widely avail-
able PS and CS systems today: 160Gb/s for a router [33],
640Gb/s for a mostly electronic circuit switch [34], and
1.6Tb/s for an all-optical circuit switch [35].3 All figures
are for bi-directional switching capacity.

VI.  CONCLUSIONS:

In this paper we have argued that, for a given network
capacity, users would experience little difference in per-
formance if CS were used instead of PS at the core of the
Internet. Furthermore, (and this is the main opportunity)
circuit switches are simpler and therefore can be made
faster, smaller and consume less power. As a result, the
capacity of the network can be increased by using more
CS in the core. TCP Switching provides one possible
way to do this, without major disruption or flag days.

It might be argued that with more capacity, the network
will naturally become overprovisioned, and so differenti-
ated services and service guarantees become moot. While
the network is overprovisioned already, experience sug-
gests that there is always congestion somewhere in the
network, and some applications would benefit from the
deployment of QoS. It will be up to the network opera-
tors to determine whether or not the demand warrants the
cost and complexity of deployment. But should they do
so, we believe that QoS can be provided with CS more
simply than with PS. On one hand, overprovisioning
could be used to make blocking very rare; or admission
controllers could make simple decisions based on the rate
and duration of flows. 
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